
BADMINTON

     Remove all contents from bag near the area where you will be playing.  Set up will require two people.

A.  Begin by assembling both poles (see illustration on back page).

B.  Person #1 – Hold one of the poles upright; pole should be resting on pole base insert at a 90 degree 
     angle from the ground.

C.  Person #2 – Slide “J” hook (in parts bag) through the single hole on the top pole.  Place washer on “J” 
     hook and twist wing nut on the back side to hold it on.  Make sure “J” hook side faces the non-playing 
     side.  Attach top guy loop to “J” hook.  Holding both ropes, walk away from the center of the pole, 
     then walk one of the ropes 10ft to the left of dead center, and the other rope 10ft to the right of dead 
     center.  Ground stakes should be put into the ground at a 45-degree angle from the pole.

D.  Attach the “S” hook of the single guy rope to the smallest hole in the middle pole and put the ground 
     stake into the ground so that the guy rope runs opposite the net and at a 45-degree angle from the 
     pole.  (The middle guy rope stake should be 10ft from each top guy rope stake.)

E.  Hold the net so that the black bungee loop is at the top.

F.  Remove black safety covers from the “S” hooks on the net.

G.  Attach top black loop to the hook at the top of the top pole.  Attach “S” hooks from net to the double 
     sets of holes on the top pole.

H.  Adjust the guy rope tension clips to remove all slack from the ropes.  Start with the top guy ropes first, 
     then the middle guy rope.  (Do not over-tighten lines).

I.  While Person #1 remains holding the completely assembled pole, Person #2 can now go to the 
     opposite pole and attach the net to that side.

J.  When Person #2 has the second pole upright and far enough away that the net is taut, Person #1 can 
     let go of the first pole and repeat steps C through H for the second pole.

K.  When the second side is completely assembled, readjust all guy ropes as needed.
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PARTS LIST:

(2) Middle Guy Ropes (2) Top Guy Ropes

(1) Net

(4) Rackets
(3) Shuttlecocks
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(2) Pole Base Stakes

(2) Eye Bolts (2) Hooks

(2) Pole Sets

(1) Carry bag



BADMINTON - RULES OF PLAY:

COURT SIZE – 40 ft by 20 ft. To increase the difficulty of the game increase the 
court length beyond regulations. 

TEAMS – Teams can be either one or two players. 

SCORING – Game is played to either 15 or 21 points (decide before beginning). Only 
the team serving can score a point. The non-serving team gains the serve should they 
win the point played, then only they have the opportunity to score a point.

POINTS – There are three ways to win a point: 
1. When the shuttlecock (bird) lands inside the court of the non-serving team (having 
gone over the net). 
2. When the non-serving team hits the shuttlecock outside of the serving teams court 
area (or under 
    the net). 
3. If the non-serving team commits a rules violation. 

THE GAME – First serve is determined by coin toss, "choice", other lottery method or 
by "volley". 
The serving team must serve from behind their end line (out of play). The serve must 
be UNDERHAND. It is a rules violation to serve overhand (above you shoulders).
The serving team serves the bird over the net into the court of the non-serving team. 
Non-serving team returns and the "point" continues until one team loses the point by:

As stated above the team winning the "point" will either win one point or the serve 
depending on which team served the point. Should the serving team score a point, 
the same server continues to serve until he/she loses the point.
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